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I decided to spend a semester abroad in a francophone country primarily to improve my
French, and decided on Belgium because my economics professor recommended it as a
good place to study economics (one of my majors). I thought it would be nice to be in a
slightly smaller (and cheaper!) country that is very central and easy to travel from.
The town where the University is situated is called Louvain-la-Neuve (not Louvain - that's a
completely different town!) and it's about 40 minutes train from Brussels. They have direct
trains which take 50 minutes or you can get the train to Ottignies and then transfer, and it is
8 minutes to Louvain-la-Neuve from there. I think there is about 30,000 residents and the
whole centre of the town is pedestrian; with the roads running underneath. It was
specifically built in the 70s to be a uni town, so everything is very accessible, but all the
buildings are exactly the same…I lived in the north west of town and it took a max 20
minutes to get anywhere; most lectures and supermarkets etc are within a 10 minute walk.
Accommodation
I decided to go with the university housing; there are private flats (called ‘kots’) available,
but they are usually more expensive. So if you want uni housing, make sure to apply early as
spaces fill up fast. The university kots are fairly basic, usually with around 7-9 people in
them. The electricity and heating is included in the rent so they're always warm, and the
common spaces are cleaned once a week. I was in a kot with 6 other girls (as I asked for an
all-female one), and if you want to live with less people it's best to put that on your form.
Most kots only have one or sometimes two exchange students and the rest are Belgians.
There happened to be four exchange students in ours, but that was very uncommon.
Because Belgium is so small, all the Belgians go home every weekend, so the kots never feel
very crowded.
Classes
The average course load is 25-30 ECTS, which is 5 or 6 papers. Each paper usually has one
two-hour lecture a week, with the exception of French, which had two two-hour lectures. I
took six papers and found the workload fine. Because Otago’s exchange programme is with
the LSM (Louvain School of Management) faculty, you generally have to take at least 2 of
your courses with them and can choose the rest from other faculties. The LSM papers are
masters level, but I was only third year and found them fine. A lot don't require prior
knowledge on the subject; it's just a case of choosing the right one. In terms of French, I
took the C1 advanced French paper, which is equivalent to FREN335. I actually found it had
the most work during the semester compared to all my other classes, but she had just
changed the syllabus and we were the guinea pigs so I'm sure it'll be better in the next few
years. I also took three economics papers at bachelor level (regional econ, public econ and
seminar in policy and analysis) and really enjoyed them.
In the first two weeks you are allowed to go to any lectures you want and change your mind
on any courses, so I'd recommend getting as many as possible on your learning agreement
and then keeping an open mind when you get there. There's lots of courses you don't

realise are offered and sometimes they have weird prerequisites or won't fit in the
timetable. UCL is very big on group work, and a lot of exchange students take these courses,
- it's a great way to get to know people faster, and you're all in the same boat. Another thing
is quite a few exams are 100% and assessed orally, for example my masters paper in
management had a 100% oral exam that lasted 20 minutes.
In general, one of the things I loved about Louvain was that the professors have a huge
amount of experience and often hold important jobs in Belgium, or are on the boards of
several big companies, which meant they weren't just teaching theory and were able to add
real world knowledge. This made the papers a lot more enjoyable! It also meant classes
didn't always happen because the lecturers were travelling…
Weather
Unfortunately, Belgium is known for its rain, and it really does rain a lot, so bring your
raincoat! However, when the sun is out, the town is beautiful and green. I think it was good
coming in the spring semester as the weather continued to improve, and by the end it was
lovely summer weather and not too hot.
Money
On the UCL website they give a guideline budget which I found helpful. Rent is usually
around 300 euro a month and expenses depend on how much travel you do! I found I
needed a bit more than they said because of the travel I did. In saying that, Belgium is a hub
for the cheap airlines, so it's very easy to go away for a weekend and not too great a cost.
Louvain-la-Neuve is a relatively cheap town to live in, and there are scholarships available
through Otago.
Food
Belgium is known for its beer, chocolate, fries and waffles, so in other words don’t expect to
go on a diet! Beer is cheap; there are hundreds of different varieties to choose from and lots
of bars in the town. There are also a lot of ‘frites’ shops, where the fries come in a cone,
with sauce on top and a little fork. Waffles are everywhere as well, and the best one to go to
is the ‘gofidor’ – a hole-in-the-wall shop where the man sells hot waffles for 1.5 Euro. There
are a range of supermarkets in town and you can get pretty much the same things as New
Zealand. The one thing I did find different was to get Panadol or some kind of basic meds,
you have to go to a pharmacy instead of the supermarket. Something else to be aware of is
that most shops are closed on Sundays. On Tuesdays and Saturdays there is a market in the
square outside the train station, where you can get organic vegetables, Asian and middle
eastern food, as well as bread, chocolate and pastries.
Things to do
Because all the Belgians go home every weekend, they party during the week. Louvain-laNeuve is famous for its partying, so coming from Dunedin it won't be as much of a shock,
but it's still very unique. People don't dress up at all – everyone goes in their old hoodies,
gross jeans and gumboots, so bring some clothes you are precious about! The biggest ‘club’
is a basement called casa, where you can get beer for 1euro, and the parties are every night
till 3-4am.

One thing that makes this town unique is the range of ‘kot-à-projet’ (flats with a project)>
These flats organise events throughout the year for anyone to attend, and they are usually
advertised through facebook or posters around the town. It’s a great way t get involved and
meet new people, and means theres always something going on in the town. The ‘projects’
range from sustainable living to repairing things, to promoting the French language to going
orienteering; basically anything you can think of, theres a kot for it.
There is a uni gym, and if you pay 50 Euro you can go to any of the classes all year.
Otherwise it is 3 Euro each time. I decided it was cheaper for me to go to a private gym
(called jims ironically), which is also in the centre of town and really well set up.
Louvain-la-Neuve has quite a large cinema for the size of the town and shows most of the
new movies we get here, plus more European ones. They usually have an English screening
(with French and Dutch subtitles) and a French one, and it costs 7 Euro for students or 5 on
Mondays.
Places to Visit
Belgium really is a beautiful country and there are heaps of places to visit, all within a couple
hours train ride. I used the Belgian rail website to plan all my trips
(http://www.belgianrail.be/en/Default.aspx), which was really helpful. Students can buy
whats called a Go-Pass – and gives you 10 single trips for 50 Euro, which is the cheapest way
to travel around.
Other tips
Be prepared that when people meet you and find out you’re from New Zealand, they’ll
often do a double take, look amazed at how far you’ve come and then tell you how
beautiful our country is. I didn’t actually meet any kiwis or Australians at the uni this
semester, so we’re quite a rarity.
Greetings are easy in Belgium, everyone just kisses once on the right cheek, even guys.
Things often take a little bit longer to get done in Belgium, so just be prepared to go with
the flow a bit 
Overall I had an absolute blast in Louvain-la-Neuve – it’s a fantastic town and I met some
amazing people. The Belgians are very welcoming and their food is delicious (which makes
up for the weather ).

Map of Belgium (Louvain-la-Neuve circled in green)

Photos from around Louvain-la-Neuve:
One of the many ‘festival days’
Walking through town
The main square
Catching the train
A mini forest in the middle of the town

Photos from around Louvain-laNeuve:
Partying at Casa
One of the many graffiti art walls
The Tintin museum
Main square in summer
The lake (which has a 2kn running
track around it)

